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The Story of How We Affect 
Those We Teach 

By Cathy Doser 
 
  

  
Cathy Doser and Rick Larson 

(1978 Kingdome Sounders Performance) 
1978 DCI Class A Championship Flag 

(Black Watch Highlanders, Auburn, WA 1st Place 69.35) 
 
This is the story of Jon Wagoner, one of my students in the Black Watch Drum & Bugle 
Corps, Auburn, WA in 1981-83. Unfortunately, he passed away in 2010, from a Heart 
Attack. He was married to Kim Hekman, and they had two kids of their own. He had an 
older sister, Debbie LaRusch. His daughter is now in Marching Band, and her mother 
now hopes that she gets from Marching Band what her Father got from Corps. We can 
hope!  
 
Note, in the following story from Eric, how Jon made a real difference in Eric’s life. My 
efforts cascaded on down to Eric, from Jon, because of what I taught to Jon. Note, also, 
that Eric went on to teach his own High School Band from that experience, and he 
affected and taught “hundreds of kids how to roll their feet heel to toe” and many more 
lessons, I’m sure! 
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(Brian Bailee, Jon Wagoner, Kim Kehus, Doug Smith, Rick Niegel, after DCI Finals, 1985, in Madison, WI) 

showing off their Black Watch jacket, while they had just almost won  
Drum Corps International’s World Championships 

 
 ========================================================= 
Eric Fitch 
November 25, 2011 
 
This was a Facebook message from Eric Fitch to Jon Wagoner’s family, left on Jon’s 
Facebook account. 
 
“My name is Eric Fitch. I'm so sorry for your loss, and hope you and your family are 
somewhere, somehow finding the strength to cope. By now you are probably growing 
weary of hearing virtually the same words from us all concerning Jon, but I wanted you 
to know my small story in Jon's life. Jon and I weren't close friends, in fact if you were to 
have mentioned my name to him, chances are he wouldn't have remembered me, but I 
remember him with great appreciation and thankfulness.  
 
I joined the Marauders the summer I turned 15. While I enjoyed playing music, I didn't 
have any marching experience, and quickly discovered I was FAR from having the 
ability to be graceful. The corps director was ruthless towards me and would scream, 
"you march like a cow" it seemed each time he saw me.  
 
After the first month, I wasn't getting any better, and wondered if I was going to be sent 
home. I remember taking a break sitting in the grass by myself when I heard, "you know 
what would really help your marching is if you rolled your feet heel to toe". I looked up 
and even though I didn't know his name, I knew he played and marched really well.  
 
"I'm Jon".  
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"Eric".  
 
"Do you understand what I mean by rolling your feet?"  
 
I shook my head "no" and half expected that to be the end of it and have him walk away 
to finish taking his break.  
 
"Here, stand up, I'll show you".  
 
I said, "really?"  
 
"Sure"  
 
That's how it started. When he'd have a second, he'd teach me new things. Posture, 
breathing, how to keep my upper body still, while my lower body was in motion. You 
know what? I gradually got better...and better...more confident...stronger.  
 
The corps director told me what a measured improvement I had made. Because of one 
man’s unselfish teachings, I went from being a week away from being sent home, to 
spending four fantastic years with the Marauders, eventually conducting my own high 
school marching band, teaching hundreds of kids how to roll their feet heel to toe. 
(smile emoticon) 
 
The regret I've had, and now is horribly worse, is I never truly thanked Jon for making 
such a difference in my life. I have an important favor to ask of you. It would mean the 
world to me if you would accept, on Jon's behalf, my sincere and heartfelt thank you. 
What a truly good man he is, and I'll miss him. 
Sincerely, 
Eric Fitch” 
 
 
================================================================= 

 
Debbie LaRusch (Jon Wagoner’s sister) about the attached picture of Jon and the 
Black Watch crew, to Cathy Doser. 
November 10, 2015 
 
“Thank you so much. On this ... The day before the anniversary of Jon's death it's so 
nice to see him at his happiest. I believe that his marching days were among the 
happiest days of his very short life. He has told me many times that these memories are 
what brought him a great deal of happiness. 
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There is no measure to the amount of thanks I have in my heart for you. It is because of 
your care and guidance that Jon was so great at playing and that it brought him such 
joy. It really did form who he turned out to be. You will be glad to know Jon was a 
hardworking caring brilliant man. He held extremely responsible jobs and was 
exceptionally compassionate even in difficult situations. He had a wife and 2 beautiful 
kids that miss him daily. 
 
Jon may have been a different, less confident, less joyous man, if it had not been for 
your dedicated hard work with these kids. 
 
So thank you.... My brother is more missed than I can tell you. This picture will bring my 
mom joy as well when I show it to her. And thank you for bringing the joy of music and 
the love of teamwork and thrill of accomplishment and success to my brother’s life. You 
made a difference to many people’s lives when you had Jon as a student.” 
 
Jon's daughter is playing in a marching band now and I'm sure she will be fantastic! I 
can only hope she will be as lucky as her father was to find an impactful and caring 
teacher as you were. 
 
========================================================= 
 
Cathy Doser (in conversation with Myron Rosander) 
October, 2015 
“A funny side note. The Drum Corps I was associated with was the Black Watch 
Highlanders from Auburn Washington. I marched in the 70s, and taught in the early 80s. 
Several of the kids I taught went on to march with the Marauders (of Longview, WA), 
then the Santa Clara Vanguard. People like Brian Bailee, Doug Smith, Jon Wagoner, 
and Kim Kehus, who I understand were leaders when they got into the Vanguard. I 
couldn't be a prouder mother! My little babies that I taught went on to be such great 
performers in a world-class organization, which you know well, of course! 
 
One great thing was that I got to see a lot of them age out, at the Madison DCI 
Championship show. I got to talk to them shortly after they came off the field, and they 
were so excited! I don't know if you taught any of them, but I hope you did, so that we 
have the shared experience of knowing those people. They were all great kids! And I 
now know some of them as adults, and they've turned out to be great! Like Brian 
Bailee? Brian has gone on to be an EMT, who actually used to service the area where 
my parents lived. He was called several times to help with their health problems, and he 
was of course, excellent!” 
 
========================================================= 
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Myron Rosander, Visual Instructor/Designer for the World Champion Santa Clara 
Vanguard. October, 2015 
 
(Note: Myron Rosander passed away, from Kidney Disease, on December 20, 2015. I 
had just been in touch with Myron days before his passing. This discussion, with Myron, 
happened when he was obviously not feeling well, from his kidney disease. His passing 
will be very sadly noted, and his absence will be greatly noted! He will be greatly missed 
by those who knew him!) 
 
“Wow, the Black Watch ... I remember seeing them at SCV's Pacific Procession 
(Spartan Stadium) in '75 I believe. The year before I first joined SCV at 15 years old. 
And the Washington boys of SCV in the mid 80's? I loved those guys, everyone did as 
they were legendary (emphasis mine). Sure miss Jon, though (frown emoticon)” 
 
 
Imagine how I felt, as a ‘Mom’? Since I didn’t have biological children of my own, these 
kids felt all the same to me as if I had birthed them myself! That Myron Rosander, one of 
the best Visual people, in the WORLD, thought that my kids were “Legendary,” is 
beyond belief!  
 
I was taught by a group of instructors, at the Black Watch Drum & Bugle Corps, from 
Auburn, WA. I count among those instructors Dan Anderson, Karin Anderson, Tim 
Anderson, Carol (Swanson) Anderson, Keith Markey, Stanley Knaub, Frank Minear, 
Mike Duffy, Mick Moses, Jerry Garcia, Ed Bates, Rick Grafton, Dave Hill, Ron Cain, 
Mark Heddington, Steve Franke, Sue Franke, Lorin Grinolds, and Starla Grinolds. All of 
them added to my teaching, but it was Dan Anderson I probably got along the worst 
with. And yet, it is probably from him that I learned my most valuable lessons from. 
From him I learned not just Marching and Drill Design, but how to be a human being.  
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Dan and Karin Anderson 

 

 
1976 Black Watch in Butler, Penn. 

In many ways, Dan was the antithesis of what I should be learning as an Adult. He 
smoked, he drank Tab soda pop and liquor, he didn’t take care of his body, which 
caused him to lose his life to Diabetes at the age of 35, he swore like a sailor, he was 
misogynistic, he was homophobic. But, from this flawed person I learned lessons that I 
carry to this day. From him I learned about perseverance, of not giving up, of taking the 
grit and determination that you have, and applying it to any problem you come up 
against. It is this lesson I learned that saved my life, I think. Without what I learned 
about that, from him, I am sure I wouldn’t have beaten the Cancer, the Acute 
Lymphoblastic Leukemia I had at the age of 54.  
 
ALL is a fairly rare version of Leukemia that has a low rate of making it through it. Less 
than 3% of Adults, who get it, make it to 5 years. Those lessons I talk about of learning 
the 8 to 5 of life is what carried me through to the finish line, across the Right Side of the 
field, to ‘playing’ Re-entry to my life. I learned to aim for the Top Box, to be the best. 
Those are the things I learned from this flawed person. It’s difficult to say this, because 
Dan was dismissive of me in so many ways, but I still am thankful to him for what he 
taught me, not just about what goes on about the field, but what goes on in life. 
 
From my other instructors I learned to go for that perfection that alludes so many of us. I 
learned that it was all worth it, to fight for every bit of perfection that I could attain. And I 
found out that my own levels were woefully short of what I could attain. They helped me 
understand that I could be so much more than I was, that I could attain new heights of 
me, that I could be the best. It was those life lessons that I used that year that we won 
DCI Class A. Many thought that the Lead Sopranos had large Egos, that we were full of 
ourselves. It wasn’t that at all. We knew that we needed to attain levels of perfection that 
the group had never attained before, and that we needed to guide them to doing that. 
 
They wouldn’t easily take instruction from a peer, so we had to find a way to get them to 
perform at new levels, for them. The only way we found was to challenge them, to get 
their goats up so that they showed us that they could be, that level of perfect that was 
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needed to take that title. We only won Prelims and Finals by .35 points, so the small 
addition we made with their improvement was enough to make the difference between 
winning and losing. 
 
In 1978, I was able to work a full-time job 5:30am-1:30pm, do Horn Sectionals, 3pm-
6pm, then do Full Corps rehearsals 7pm-10pm, for months. I barely got enough sleep! 
Even on Saturdays and Sundays we had 9am-9pm rehearsals. We all learned that we 
could attain new heights, that we could be the Best! Was it because we practiced for 
hours and hours on end? Yes, somewhat. But it was all of the lessons we had learned, 
that we veterans had learned from our many years of teaching from the Dan’s and 
Karin’s and Jerry’s and Mick’s and Frank’s. We had become vessels of all that learning, 
and it was up to us to bring that to the front, to make it all work together. We had to 
bring along those other members who hadn’t had Dan and Karin and Jerry and Frank 
and Mick. We had to transform ourselves from student to teacher. We had to bring 
those others along who hadn’t had the luck of learning the life lessons of perfection, of 
giving of oneself, to committing to the goal of being the Best You Could Be. We had an 
ethic of the Black Watch, and it was Dan who taught it to us. 
 

“You are what you are, or what you want to be.” 
 
Such a simple sentence, such a simple thought. It seems to be self-evident. And yet, 
how many people actually live up to that? How many people actually live up to their own 
dreams? I know that I did. I wanted to be a Champion! I dedicated myself in my Drum 
Corps career to always being the best I could be. If that meant that I also had to help 
others, so that they could be the best that they could be, then that’s what it meant. We 
aren’t just our own separate self, one corporeal being. When we’re in a group, we are all 
one. 
 
Drum Corps is the place for people of all stripes to come together, to find their 
commonality, to be as one. And in that oneness is the strength that we need. 
Many times we are depleted in the energy that we need to survive, and the Corps 
gives us the chance to recharge, to make more out of the combination of our 
spirits than the simple addition of ourselves to each other.  And it gives us the 
chance to see how each other's story is similar to our own, that we have that 
community of like-minded souls. We are one in the Corps, and that oneness 
gives us strength to survive, in a time, sometimes, that we feel we might not be 
able to. 
 
That Brotherhood and Sisterhood that we got from being in the Black Watch was 
something that I’ll carry for the rest of my life. Whenever I meet an old member of 
the Black Watch, I have instant kinship, I have a Brother or a Sister, as the case 
may be. I automatically have a world of shared memories, of shared struggles, of 
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shared victories. It wasn’t just the titles we won, it was the life struggles that we 
won, of coming together, of being our best selves. 
 
In many ways, I learned to be an Adult from these people. They gave me the 
sense of purpose in my Adult life. I understood, more fully, what commitment 
was, and how I was to go about fulfilling it. 
 
I remain friends with many of the instructors, almost 40 years after we first met. I 
attend concerts put on by Jerry Garcia’s band, I visit with Mick Moses, I share 
memories with Karin (Anderson) Bowles. We have a special relationship, of 
shared memories, shared pain, and shared goals. 
 
Those Life Lessons I learned exist to this day. I am still learning from them, but I 
also teach what I learned. I want to be that entity in a person’s life that makes 
them a better person, that creates the best that a human being can be. And, I 
know, in at least one person, I succeeded! I know with Jon Wagoner that I was 
successful in creating a person who became a sharing machine, that he took 
what he learned from me, and spread it around to others. Even if his life was 
shorter than it should have been, it isn’t just his children that are his legacy, it is 
his teaching. I know that Jon was a better man because he was exposed to me. 
And I know that Eric Fitch, wherever he is, is a better person today because of 
meeting and knowing Jon. His life was changed forever! I know that Jon didn’t 
just affect Eric Fitch, that he must have affected others that I don’t know about. 
My affect on Jon was spread to many people, and they must have spread it to 
many others. It was an infinite progression of affect, cascading down to others, 
and I was just one link in that line. Someone had affected Dan and company, and 
they affected me, and I affected Jon, who spread it on, while he could, to others. 
 
When I look in a mirror, I don’t just see the person I’ve become. I also see the 
person I was. And part of that means I remember wearing that Kilt. That shining 
symbol of Scottish Pride! I wore that with great pride, because it meant I was with 
a singular unit, that we were successful in attaining the highest heights, we were 
Champions! Whenever I hear Scotland the Brave or Loch Lomond I am 
immediately drawn back to my Kilt. I still am wearing that Red Feather that 
means I aged out from my Drum Corps. 
 
I am also reminded of Ron Ray (Briggs), someone we lost the second year of the 
Black Watch, to suicide. He wrote a note about what it was like being a 
Highlander. I am reminded of one line in that poem. “Misery is not being a 
Highlander!” I never would have thought that before I joined the Black Watch, but 
I totally understand now. The camaraderie, the teamwork, the push to perfection, 
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the being the best you can be are all things I learned in the Black Watch, and I 
learned that because of those instructors. It turned out that I learned that for life 
lessons, also. 
 
In the story of Jon Wagoner I find that I have affected others, that my spirit lives 
on through the people that Jon touched. I have touched them also. And that’s a 
way of being immortal. Of knowing that a part of you lives on in others. It’s as if I 
had a transplant of Me to many others, that they shared a part of Me. And that’s 
heady stuff! 
 
I recognize myself in what Jon taught Eric. Those were all things I stressed to not 
only the Brass players, but all of the members of the Black Watch. Nothing 
looked worse, for any member, to be lazily bouncing along, not looking like the 
pique of perfection. Hearing a Brass horn, seeing a Drum, or a flag bounce up 
and down as a person moves along the field is so disappointing. All members of 
the unit should look professional, should glide along the grass or pavement. It’s 
part of the perfection we want to achieve! 
 
Sometimes we’re lucky enough to know that the people we teach go on to affect 
others lives. Sometimes we don’t. We just have to be content in knowing that we 
have affected the lives we’re directly in contact with. The other part will happen, 
with or without our knowledge of that effect. I didn’t know for 30 years. And then I 
found out. And then I knew, for sure, that I had positively affected other lives. And 
I know that Jon was just a representative of the many I worked with. I know that 
many have gone on to have very successful careers, that they have been the 
Best They Can Be! I know that I had that affect on many lives. And I’m grateful to 
those who taught me. They have gone on to touch many lives through me. 
 
We affect those we teach, not in only the way that they march, or play their 
instrument, but in the way that they conduct their lives. I found out that I didn’t 
just give this “kid” the right information about how to march ‘8 to 5’ on the field, I 
taught him how to ‘march’ 8 to 5 in his life, how to conduct himself in every corner 
of what he did. He became a much better citizen because he learned that to give 
is much better than to receive. He learned to be that better person in life, to give 
to others who might need that help. I learned that the ‘ball’ that I got rolling down 
the hill, gained much more gravitas, and momentum. I learned how I affect not 
just that one life, in some small way, but many lives in the way that they conduct 
their life, that they can become a much better person, that they can go on to 
interact with many more people, just because I took the time to teach them a few 
things I had learned. We should remember this when we’re teaching others. Not 
only are we affecting them, a cascade of people down from them will learn from 
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our teaching! It’s all worth it! 
 
Cathy Doser 
Renton, Washington 
November 22, 2015 
   
 


